
Delivering value across government

Go 
The lightest, most affordable 
Surface 2-in-1 with a 10.5" touchscreen

Pro 
The iconic Surface 2-in-1, now even 
faster and more versatile

Pro X 
The sleek edge-to-edge 2-in-1 that lets 
you connect almost anywhere, any time

Book 
The most powerful Surface yet in  
a laptop form, available with a 13.5"  
or 15" detachable touchscreen

Studio 
The most immersive and powerful 
Surface desktop, with fully  
adjustable touchscreen

Laptop 
The perfect everyday laptop.  
Fast and durable, available with 
a 13.5" or 15" touchscreen

Why Westcoast for Surface?

You can expect:

• An unparalleled choice 
of Surface devices  
and accessories

• Expert advice on the 
right package for  
your customers

• Flexible finance 
options 

• Value-added services, 
such as configuration

And thanks to our decade-long relationship with Microsoft, you can be certain you’re working with a partner 
that knows Surface devices as well as the original creators do.

Selling Surface?
It’s perfect for 
financial services

The financial services landscape has seen a shift. Financial firms are focusing more on delivering 
excellent customer experiences – and choosing the right technology can help them to meet  
client expectations and work in more innovative ways.

That’s where secure, fast and versatile Microsoft Surface devices come in.



Talking points for your customers

Keeps data secure

Data security in financial services is crucial.  
How does Surface match up?

With Windows Hello biometric authentication and devices 
that offer the option of hard drive removal, you can be 
confident that sensitive client information stays secure. 
Surface for Business has enterprise-grade security built 
in, including TPM chips, BitLocker and Windows 10 Pro  
advanced security features.

Will Surface allow our teams to collaborate 
when they’re working from home?

Absolutely. They’re Microsoft Teams compatible, so you 
can work on the tools you’re used to. High-definition display 
and professional, premium microphone arrays ensure every 
meeting has the clarity you expect. And, if you choose  
a 2-in-1, it’s easy to switch from laptop to tablet for comfort 
in any setting.

Meet customer expectations

Excellent customer experience is essential.  
Will Surface support this?

We know customer expectations are high, but you 
can be sure that Surface devices deliver. With the  
Surface Pro X, for example, you can snap HD photos  
and upload them directly to OneDrive, mark-up 
documents and capture signatures, and take notes 
seamlessly. All this allows for greater collaboration  
and information sharing with your clients.

It’s important that we make an impression. 
Will Surface do this?

Surface devices are real head-turners, so your clients 
are bound to be impressed. With a thin, elegant design, 
stunning display and incredible graphics performance, 
your device will make an impact.

Improve processes

Can it handle our daily tasks?

You can rely on Surface to handle your essential business 
apps as well as run critical productivity apps. With the 
Book 3, Pro 7 and Laptop 3, you get the latest 10th Gen 
Intel® Core™ processors for faster performance and 
improved graphics. 

And with all-day battery life, stunning displays 
and plenty of connection options, you can power 
through your day seamlessly.


